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Part One:
The Effectiveness of Selecting Small Bloodstains (<3mm) in the Determination
of the Area of Origin
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(Professional Practice)
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Murdoch University

Supervisors:
James Speers
Mark Reynolds

Semester 2, 2016

1.

Abstract

Forensic science attempts to answer questions such as “who”, “what”, “when”, and “how”
events and/or individuals are involved in accordance to an offence. The forensic examiner
specialised in BPA attempts to answer the “how” in regards to bloodletting events. In
violent circumstances the most prevalent physical evidence type found is bloodstains and
bloodstain patterns. BPA attempts to reconstruct the series of physical events, including
altercations, which created bloodstain patterns at a scene. By understanding the concepts
which determine the shape of bloodstains as well as through the use of trigonometric
equations that determine the 3D spatial origin from which bloodstain patterns were
created, physical events can then be recreated.
This literature review converges the literature surrounding BPA from the widely accepted
approach to investigating a scene from a BPA perspective, principles that are the basis of
BPA, future techniques that may be implemented when investigating a scene, small
bloodstains, factors that affect bloodstain formation and lastly a proposition for a research
project focusing on the effectiveness of small bloodstains in area of origin determination.
Building upon the foundation of knowledge as well as knowledge gained from
experimentation within this area can enhance the accuracy of techniques currently in use
by BPA specialists. Also, the formation of new techniques suited for small bloodstains
and/or the creation of specialised technology that can utilise small bloodstains will create
a paradigm shift in the genre of bloodstain analysis.
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2.

Introduction

Forensic science attempts to answer questions such as “who”, “what”, “when”, and “how”
events and/or individuals are involved in accordance to an offence. An offence is defined
as a breach of a rule or act that is deemed illegal by law within a country 1. Forensic science
uses rigorous scientific methods 2 to preserve, collect, analyse and interpret articles that
would be deemed relevant to the offence. These articles are called evidence as such, there
are various types of evidence, crime scene investigators need to be correctly trained and
be experienced in the interpretation, handling, and packaging said types of evidence. The
crime scene investigators, prior to employment, would have gone through rigorous training
as well as continuous practical tests, during employment, to maintain high accuracy and
integrity of their practices/procedures. Crime scene investigators can further hone their
skills by specialising in certain evidence types one such specialisation is Bloodstain pattern
analysis (BPA).
When an offence has been carried out, especially in violent circumstances, a bloodletting
event may have occurred which could leave bloodstain evidence on surfaces within the
vicinity. This evidence may be left by the victim and/or perpetrator and as such can lead to
the actions that occurred during the bloodletting event. The examiner specialised in BPA
attempts to answer the “how” in regards to bloodletting events. BPA specialists need to be
accurate in their interpretation of bloodstain patterns which, by inference, reconstructs
the series of physical events, including altercations, from which those bloodstains were
created.
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By reviewing the literature contained within the knowledge pool of BPA, gaps will be
uncovered where future research may be able to answer or at least show which direction
the focus should be centered on.

3.

Analysing the Scene

The procedure of analysing bloodstain patterns within a scene is based on numerous
factors such as the number, pattern, size, shape and location of bloodstains 3. Gardner 4
puts forward a methodology for BPA specialists to consider working through while a
specialist is at a crime scene:
1. Become familiar with the scene.
2. Identify the discrete patterns among the many bloodstained surfaces.
3. Categorise these patterns based on an established taxonomy.
4. Evaluate aspects of directionality and motion for the pattern.
5. Evaluate angles of impact, points of convergence, and areas of origin.
6. Evaluate interrelationships among patterns and other evidence.
7. Evaluate viable source events to explain the pattern, based on all of the above.
Using Gardner’s methodology as a basis, becoming familiar with the scene involves asking
certain questions during the first briefing about the “uncontaminated” scene when the first
witness and/or responders arrived. Continuing this line of reasoning, follow up questions
would entail what items or areas were explored, handled, or moved. Specialists should
have kept in mind that information presented was based on short term memory during a
time of possible stress and thus it may be unreliable, nevertheless there could be
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information that may be able to explain a certain pattern. The specialist would also become
familiar with the scene themselves, a first responder may say that they only saw blood
located in one room, and so the specialist should thoroughly search other areas not only
rooms but objects and surfaces at varying angles and points of view. The idea of “becoming
familiar with the scene” is to gather as much objective information as possible so as to form
a strategic plan of working through and processing the scene.
When identifying patterns throughout the scene, specialists work through the patterns
that are likely to be foremost contaminated, destroyed or altered first. Thus, this would
entail working on any patterns located along access and egress routes as well as any
patterns located on the floor as these are likely the foremost to be altered or destroyed by
any and all foot traffic within the scene.
As for categorising patterns, the Scientific Working Group on Bloodstain Pattern Analysis
(SWGSTAIN) have developed a list
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of recommended terminology. This is used as a

guideline for best practice and consistency when communicating with other specialists and
the court. The list, includes the four categories of patterns: Gravity, Contact, Spatter, and
Other. Each category contains patterns that have distinctive characteristics which are
based on the target surface, cause of injury, extrinsic and intrinsic forces acting on the
blood drop.
Recently, Arthur et al.6 compiled an atlas for the objective classification of bloodstains that
incorporates non mechanism related nomenclature based only on the descriptive factors
of components. This atlas is composed of static images and fluid dynamic descriptions of
the stages that stains went through. The atlas attempts to assist specialists in the
identification of stains, the ability of this atlas to help was tested and the findings
4

concluded that it was possible to produce consistency when a number of specialists
described components as well as the ability to distinguish between different groups of
components. The atlas did contain ambiguity in some areas as some components of stains
could be classified in numerous groups. It was advised that updating more high speed
photographs to the atlas would also be necessary.
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Figure 1. Bloodstain categories and the named types of patterns produced.7

When evaluating a pattern the directionality is usually evident but exceptions exist in
particular target surfaces 3. Before a blood droplet comes in contact with a surface the
inertia keeps the mass of the droplet moving along the same path (trajectory). When it
comes into contact with the target surface the force of impact makes the droplet collapse
on itself. Momentum is not reduced to zero yet, and so the drop continues along the
surface until momentum is zero. As the droplet comes into contact with the target surface
5

the surface tension of the drop is disrupted and creates an elliptical or circular stain
depending on the angle of impact (α). Any impact angle other than 90⁰ will have a major
(length) and minor (width) axis, the length is aligned with the path of the droplet.

Satellite stains, scallops, spines and elongation (tails) lead in the same direction as the path
of the droplet. The leading edge is where the droplet first comes into contact with the
target surface 3 and sometimes where excess blood recedes if it had an upward trajectory,
due to gravity. Using these characteristics, in conjunction with each other, focuses the
specialist’s certainty to the directionality.

3.1

Impact Angle

Almost all BPA knowledge is based on trigonometry, the study and definition of
relationships between the angles and the lengths that compose a triangle in particular the
right angled triangle 3. Evaluating the impact angle should be common knowledge to BPA
specialists when examining elliptical stains, in particular impact spatter, this concept is
discussed on the next page.
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Figure 2. Right angled triangle showing internal angles which add upto 1800, A = 900, B + C = 900. Sides a = hypotenuse,
b = adjacent and c = opposite.3

There is a ratio, and equations can be drawn, between the angles and the lengths of the
sides that comprise a triangle 8 which specialists can take advantage of:


Sin α = Opposite/Hypotenuse



Cos α = Adjacent/Hypotenuse



Tan α = Opposite/Adjacent

Visualising this methodology in the field of BPA, Figure 3 explains how the concept works.
The droplet impacts the target surface at b, specialists are interested in the impact angle
represented by i. Using the right angle triangle, the angle of corner c, represented by 0, can
be used as a substitute for i. Although, this concept only works if a few assumptions are
accepted 3,7 such as:


The blood droplet in flight is spherical (length and width the same).
7



The target surface properties are insignificant.



Droplet does not fragment in flight.



Droplet trajectory does not change.

The elliptical stain produced by the droplet has a length that is represented by the
hypotenuse side (b – c) and a width represented by the opposite side (a – b). As this is
presented as a ratio we can use inverse sin (sin-1) and turn it into Equation 1 which states
the impact angle.

α = sin-1 (W/L)
Where W = Width

Equation 1.
L = Length

Figure 3. The droplet path which impacts a target surface in combination with a right angle triangle showing the
relationship between impact angle, stain dimensions and the dimensions of the right angled triangle. 3
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There are two methods of determining the impact angle of stains: manual measurement
and digital measurement 3,7,9. Manual measurement consists of examining the widest part
of the stain, the width, and measurement is determined with either callipers or a ruler in
conjunction with using magnifying lenses. The next step would be to determine the length
by measuring the distance from the middle of the widest part of the stain to the leading
edge and multiplying this measurement by 2, again using callipers or a ruler in conjunction
with using magnifying lenses. Why would an expert do this and not measure the full length
of the bloodstain? Well not all bloodstains have a well-defined shape this is due to the
forces that affect the droplet, the target surface as well as the volume of the droplet. The
widest part of the bloodstain corresponds to the middle of the stain, by measuring out to
the leading edge half of the stain’s length is known but the full length needs to be known
thus multiplication is necessary. Finally, these two measurements can be used by Equation
1 and the impact angle can now be calculated.

Figure 4. Photograph of a bloodstain showing the manual measurements to determine with scale.7
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Digital measurement would consist of placing a scale, on the same plane, next to the
stain(s) and taking quality photographs that are perpendicular to the stain. Quality
photographs are level, correct colour balance including lighting, and devoid of blurriness.
The photographs of the stain(s) should be representative of the actual stain(s) i.e. no
distortion. These photographs can be imported into software such as Microsoft Office Excel
Autoshapes 11, HemoSpat® 10 and BackTrack™ 11.
Microsoft Office Excel Autoshapes 11 will calculate the impact angle after a few adjustments
are made as well as scaling corrections. Once the stain is uploaded to the program, contrast
and brightness can be altered to highlight the outer edges of the stain against the
background. An axis line is inserted in the centre of the stain which travels through the tail
and the leading edge i.e. the bloodstain is split in half. Horizontal lines are inserted to
define the width of the bloodstain while vertical lines are inserted to define the widest area
of the width. An ellipse is created and manipulated to the exact dimensions of the box
created by the horizontal and vertical lines. The edge of the ellipse is then moved/dragged
out to the leading edge and in doing so the back end of the ellipse moves concurrently to
fit the stain. By selecting format shape of the ellipse and examining the dimensions, width
and length of the stain can be determined.

10

Figure 5. Close up of Microsoft Office Excel Autoshapes technique showing axis line (blue), horizontal line (red), vertical
line (red) and ellipse fitted (yellow).

Scaling needs to be accounted for and so another axis is inserted and placed along an area
of the scale in the photograph. Again, by using format shape of the axis one can examine
the length and input this data into the corresponding section on the datasheet as well as
input the increment length on the scale used. These two measurements form a ratio which
corrects for scaling and the calculated actual stain width, length and impact angle are
output on the overall datasheet.

3.2 Area of Convergence
The area of convergence (AoC) is a 2 dimensional (2D) location technique based on spatter
stains which can be used on both vertical and horizontal surfaces (dependent on surface
properties). Well-formed stains (high velocity, no gravity influence i.e. upward projecting,
elliptical, symmetrical, smooth leading edge, and close to impact point as possible in a 10
– 2 area) should be selected from the spatter pattern.
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Figure 6. Diagram for selecting high velocity distributed stains in a pattern on a 2D surface.

Normally, at least six stains are selected from each side for a minimum total of twelve stains
but it is up to the specialist’s discretion as distribution within the stain patterns will vary.
The specialist would draw a line extending backwards from the directionality of the stain,
i.e. a reverse of the flightpath (in 2D), to where the formation of the droplet occurred 8.
The line that was drawn must be exactly through the axis of the stain i.e. the line splits the
stain in half and is correctly aligned with the tail and centre of the leading edge. These lines
converge to an area on the surface, they do not and will not intersect at one singular point,
as not all droplets form from the same singular point at the source i.e. pool of blood or
wound. This technique can give information to the height of which an impact occurred as
well as the location along the target surface that the impact occurred.
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Figure 7. Diagram showing the Area of Convergence (blue circle) from stains (red ellipses).7

3.3 Area of Origin
Area of origin (AoO) is the 3 dimensional (3D) area where the blood drop that formed a
stain originated from. Currently, there are a few manual techniques that specialists use
when solving the area of origin such as the tangent method, manual string line method and
a few digital techniques/programs such as HemoSpat® and BackTrack™.
The tangent method can be employed in conjunction with using the area of convergence.
Again using the right angle triangle, as stated before, Tan α = Opposite/Adjacent. By using
the available information (adjacent and impact angle) this equation can be rearranged to
solve for the unknown (opposite) e.g. Opposite = Tan α x Adjacent. The adjacent is the
measurement from the leading edge of a bloodstain to a single point within the area of
convergence that the specialist has identified. The surface plane in which the stains are
located will determine if the opposite is represented as height (horizontal) or depth from
the target surface (vertical). This method has some advantages such as a quick turnaround
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time, minimal equipment needed but comes with the disadvantage that this is the least
accurate method compared to others.
Manual string line method is a time consuming but visually effective technique to show the
area of origin of spatter. Like most techniques, appropriate stain selection is key. The axis
through the centre of the selected stains is marked and the impact angle is calculated. A
protractor is placed on the centre axis of the stain and the middle of the protractor is lined
up on the leading edge of the stain. If the protractor has a laser attachment, it should be
set to the impact angle, the specialist would secure one end of a string to the spot where
the laser shows and repeat this process for the other selected stains. Next, the specialist
would attach the other end of these strings to the leading edge of the corresponding stain
making sure the string is taught and would cut away the excess string. If the protractor
does not have a laser attachment then manual alignment of one end of the string to the
leading edge and alignment of the string to the impact angle using the protractor for the
stain would occur. The string would be kept taught throughout the process and the other
end secured where ever it may lie, the specialist would double check the string actually
runs along at the impact angle.
These methods work on the assumption that blood droplets travel in a linear path which
in part is true but only along a certain point. This point can be different for each droplet,
the closer to the target surface an impact occurs the more relevant the assumption
becomes but move further away from the target surface then inaccuracy becomes a factor.
The inaccuracy of the above techniques stems from the droplets, in reality, follow a
parabolic arch due to the effects of gravity. The height calculated from these methods are
therefore overestimations due to droplets can impact a target surface anywhere on that
14

parabolic arch as such an addendum is made that the area of origin is at or below the
calculated measurement. Other factors influencing the flightpath of the blood droplet are
not accounted for such as drag, surface tension and airflow (discussed later on).
HemoSpat® is a 2D software program that is used to calculate the area of origin for impact
spatter patterns which can also integrate with 3D crime scene reconstruction software. The
software automatically calculates the impact angle as well as the area of origin as stains
and their location measurements are added to its scene database 10. The specialist would
proceed with the same methodology as manual techniques but with a few variances. In
regards to stain selection, photography is key for this technique as is accurate
measurements of surfaces and where the stains are located in relation to the crime scene.
These photographs and measurement values would be added into the software, an
algorithm automatically calculates the ellipse of the bloodstain and from there would
calculate the impact angle and update the area of origin as other stains are added. The
specialist can adjust the automatic ellipse control, at any time, if the ellipse is not fitted
appropriately. The software also creates a log of saved data, allowing an individual to see
the input processes that went into generating the result. The problem with this process is
that it takes in 2D data to output a 3D reconstruction, it is not a true 3D area of origin
determination. Firstly, accurate measurements of the vicinity, including objects and where
they are in association, would need to have been taken as this data would be necessary
within the 2D plane that will be converted to 3D. Secondly, this approach is lacking in a
visual manner as shown by Figure 8. If this was presented to a jury within court
proceedings, it may confuse the jury as to what objects are where within the presentation.
The developers are working on integrating this software to work with Sketchup (3D
15

modelling software with database of objects) that will show colour, texture and shape to
objects but encompassing this method, scaling is a factor that will need to be corrected.

Figure 8. Example of HemoSpat®3D model view.10

BackTrack™, like HemoSpat®, is a set of software programs that calculates the impact angle
of a bloodstain as well as the area of origin by the means of importing a photograph into
the program and fitting a virtual ellipse over the stain. Of course, the correct scaling needs
to be imported before the program can create virtual strings to show the area of origin.
BackTrack™ is the industry standard in digital programs and as such its results are robust
and reliable

11.

The problem associated with this technique would be that the analysis

would be conducted back at the laboratory or office and not directly at the scene. As
measurements and photographs are taken there is no need for the specialist to continue
at the scene and would move onto another scene to process or continue with other duties.
By the time the specialist analyses the area of origin using BackTrack™, time may have
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passed and if there are any errors or inconsistencies it is far too late to go back to the scene
to correct them.
Evaluate interrelationships among other patterns and other evidence would refer to
specialists inferring a sequence of events that occurred at a particular location, the
conclusion is based on the types of bloodstain patterns 5 and other (non-blood) evidence
available. This method attempts to time sequence the stain patterns available i.e. this
pattern was made first, this pattern was made before that pattern, that pattern would have
to be there before this pattern was created and etc. From there specialists put forward
their belief of events that transpired and in what order, based on the physical evidence
available, which would be analogous to actual events. The information can give the
movements or actions of individuals within the area.
Evaluate viable source events to explain the pattern would refer to the specialist
contemplating an individual(s) actions in regards to a certain location where the pertaining
patterns are associated with. Normally, this process is one of elimination, the specialist
would start by identifying the type of bloodstain within the pattern by eliminating the
SWGstain categories that the stain does not belong to. The categories are based on the
mechanism by which the stain was created, from there the source events may be revealed
to be antagonistic or passive movements made by individuals which created the stain
pattern at the scene.
The information presented above is the basis of practice and thus should be common
knowledge to all BPA specialists in training and/or currently practicing. By implementing
and applying the concepts above to the practice of BPA, this ultimately will assist
investigators greatly in corroborating or refuting statements given by persons of interest
17

(POI) as well as assisting the finders of fact with information critical to their decision making
process as court proceedings are conducted. The overall aim is to provide closure to not
only grieving families but also to the defendant, if wrongly accused, by ascertaining the
actions that transpired during the event from examining bloodstains.

4.

Future Techniques

The methodology and techniques used within current practice stem from countless hours
of research and experimentation to find a means of best practice. Further research
conducted is based to improve upon current techniques by narrowing down the
inaccuracies contained within said techniques. Also, by producing methodologies or
technology that reduces time consumed by the specialist or one which produces more
robust, reproducible and reliable results.
As the main focus of BPA is to corroborate or refute statements concerning events taken
place by analysing the bloodstain patterns and reconstructing actions to explain said
patterns. New techniques or technology that will enhance the effectiveness of the
specialist in their interpretation of events can only be considered a boon.
A number of areas arise that effectively can be researched such as processing method of
crime scenes; reducing the time invested to a scene by a specialist(s), reducing potential
contamination of evidence/scene, improving current methodology; if care is not taken a
specialist may damage the stain(s) in the pattern altering the final result, and lastly the
accuracy of all measurements conducted by specialists leading to the final result.
HemoVision

12

and the use of laser scanning technology

13

are two interesting possible

methods that the BPA community may adopt in the future.
18

4.1 HemoVision
HemoVision is an automated and virtual approach to BPA, along the lines of BackTrack™
and HemoSpat®, except that manual measurements of stains are replaced by computer
vision techniques. Fiducial (reference) markers are placed inside a crime scene and are then
used to construct an encompassing coordinate frame from several close up images.
Individual stains placed within this frame are analysed using an active bloodstain shape
model (ABSM). The ABSM starts with creating a database of impact stains with known
impact angles from which variations in the shape are automatically learned and catalogued
by a statistical shape model which is linked to impact angles through polynomial regression
14. The model allows automatic analysis of new bloodstains although there are errors when

compared to ellipse estimated models in respect to low impact angles (5 - 23⁰). The ABSM
performed better than ellipse estimated modelling (still with errors) from 25 - 60⁰.

Figure 9. Median error on estimated impact angles for the ABSM and ellipse fitting methods.13
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Stain location coordinates can be automatically calculated by transforming them to the
frame of reference by using uniquely identifiable fiducial markers. Plumb lines and metric
data are no longer necessary, as these can be deduced from the overview of a pattern. The
bloodstain pattern can be photographed using free-hand at any angle. The perspective
distortions can be removed automatically, again using the fiducial markers as they are of
known length and width, the conversion from pixel distances to physical measurement
units is relatively easy. As stated before, stain analysis is automated by ABSM, thus
providing estimates for impact angles as well as glancing angles. It is interesting to note
that nothing is said about the size of the stains that were used as reference within the
ABSM or stains used to analyse within this experiment. Also, HemoVision doesn’t not
calculate the area of origin specialists would need to use either BackTrack™, HemoSpat®
or manual methods in conjunction with this data to calculate the area of origin. This
technique does reduce time at the scene but, in so doing, opens up areas of questioning
such as the dependency on the ABSM module. The database would require abundant
information such as various types of surfaces; glass, wood, painted surfaces and etc.
following on from that it would require stains at set impact angles on all the
aforementioned surfaces.

4.2 3D Laser Scanning
The use of laser scanning technology also seems like a promising new method of analysing
bloodstain patterns at a crime scene. The FARO Focus 3D laser scanner was used in
conjunction with the FARO scene software forensic module to calculate the area of origin
of impact spatter bloodstains. This experiment was conducted by Hakim 13 where an impact
20

spatter pattern was created by an apparatus that was constructed to produce a known
height and velocity. Clusters of bloodstains were selected from the front wall only and
markers placed around them for photographs and processing. The FARO Focus 3D laser
scanner scanned the right wall and front wall in colour and high resolution. The
photographs and scans were uploaded to the FARO Scene software forensic module for
elliptical alignment and area of origin calculation.

Figure 10. Area of origin calculation made by FARO Scene (red star) as well as bloodstain trajectories (yellow lines)
shown with the Hakim experiment setup.13

Hakim details that calculations using a single photograph of bloodstain clusters resulted in
poor area of origin determinations as there was not enough separation between stains.
The FARO scene software forensic module showed that the area of origin was highly
sensitive to small variations in trajectory angle. Also, the virtual ellipse is manually fitted
and thus errors can be variable due to differences in human perception. Elliptical stains
21

with the largest surface area and well defined tails were selected for marking. This
increased the accuracy for the area of origin determinations, on the contrary, nothing was
specifically said about targeting the smaller bloodstains though. Being able to identify the
edges of a bloodstain are critical as the ellipse determines the width and length of the
bloodstain thus the impact angle and furthermore the area of origin if the edges are not
well defined then errors will be present. High quality photographs are important as well
as removing distortions caused by the lens and photographer input. If distortion existed in
this experiment Hakim did not correct for it. The 3D laser scan method seems to be the
way of the future in recording the scene. Being able to setup a device that will record a
scene in 3D is efficient use of crime scene investigator’s time, though for this experiment
photos were also needed which would extend BPA investigator’s time. This also calls into
question the power of the laser scanner to produce high quality scans needed for angle of
impact analysis. What is the optimal distance to produce a quality scan of a bloodstain?
Will laser scanning, at that distance, affect the bloodstain(s) in the area due to the heat
given off by the laser scanner? As said before, laser scanning seems to be the direction
scene recording is headed towards, the questions raised will no doubt be answered by
further research or peer reviews.
These two developing techniques make use of the traditional basis of BPA where blood
droplet trajectories are linear; straight line paths as well as traditional stain selection; large,
elliptical with well-rounded leading edge. Although, these techniques improve upon a
number of areas such as the ease of storage (digitally), reducing contamination of crime
scene by removing specialist interference, and reducing the specialist’s time to calculate
the area of origin which leads to investigator’s having possibly crucial information in a
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shorter period of time. These are a boon but as these emerging techniques involve optimal
stain selection, conditions might not be present for these techniques nor traditional
techniques. Each crime scene is unique in of itself and perhaps only small bloodstains may
exist. So, what will a BPA specialist do if this situation arises?

5. Small Bloodstains
Currently, there is a lack of information and research containing techniques or
methodologies for the use of small bloodstains in the determination of area of origin. The
most recent, relevant and only article in this genre is by Reynolds 15 which found that small
bloodstains created with a known impact angle (< 20⁰) were being under-estimated when
measured and subsequently the impact angle being over-estimated when calculated. Small
bloodstains at other angles showed results that are in line with previously acknowledged
and industry accepted bloodstain measurement errors. It was concluded that small
bloodstains created with a known impact angle (< 20⁰) led to area of origin determinations
being further from the impact pattern than the actual source as well as higher than the
actual source. Traditionally, specialists would calculate the area of origin being closer to
the impact pattern, so the results suggest due to the under-estimation of bloodstain
ellipses, at impact angles of < 20⁰, the downstream calculations are now becoming overestimated.
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6. Forces Affecting Bloodstains
To narrow down this error and improve the accuracy in using small bloodstains, the focus
should be on the forces that act extrinsically and intrinsically on the blood droplet as well
as the blood droplet to impact surface interaction. The trajectory of this focus is based
upon human error not being a factor during previous experimentation, adding to or biasing
the results obtained and leading to Reynolds’ conclusion.

6.1 Extrinsic Factors
The extrinsic forces acting on the blood droplet are initial impacting force, gravity, drag,
arterial pressure and possible airflow in the surrounding area. In respect to BPA, the initial
impacting force is the force acting upon a wound that gives rise to momentum of the blood
droplets, forming and sending these blood droplets on a flight path. This force shears the
blood creating droplets and sends the droplets on a linear flightpath, in theory if neglecting
other forces. This is the basis of traditional BPA, but other forces can and do act upon the
droplet’s flightpath.
One such force is gravity, this is the force that attracts physical objects with mass to the
centre of a planet 16. During the flight of the blood droplet, gravity pulls the droplet to the
ground, as stated before, the flight path of the blood droplet becomes parabolic.
Drag is the force that is acting opposite to the motion of an object moving through the
surrounding atmosphere 16. In respect to BPA, this is the force that decelerates the blood
droplet as it moves through the air. As a blood droplet moves through the air the inertia
keeps the blood moving on its trajectory but the surrounding air is creating resistance
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(drag) this alters surface tension of the droplet and creates ripple effects in the shape
thereby slowing down the droplet.
Blood vessel pressure could also influence the momentum of the blood droplets. Arterial
pressure does influence the momentum of blood in projected stains but in impact stains,
the focus of attention here, this could supply more blood to a wounded area, increasing
the volume of blood available at a site and possibly resulting in larger stain patterns or
droplets.
Possible airflow in the surrounding area purports to the movement of air within a space
whether it be outside or within a room. The currents within the air can alter the trajectory
of a blood droplet by either altering the velocity or by pushing the trajectory angle off to
the side. If by adding velocity, the impact angle will be altered and thus the calculated area
of origin will be different from the actual area of origin. If there is an air current force acting
on the side of the droplet then, depending on the inertia vs that force, the droplet could
be pushed to the side changing the trajectory angle. The resulting stain, as it is now altered,
will thereby affect the calculated area of origin when compared to the actual area of origin.

6.2 Intrinsic Factors
The intrinsic forces acting on the blood droplet are viscosity and surface tension. Viscosity
is the resistance to shear force and determines the degree of a fluid’s flow

16.

Viscosity

arises from the collisions of the molecules that make up the fluid. Blood is a NonNewtonian fluid, the viscosity of blood decreases as shear strain increases. The
components of blood will affect the viscosity such as haematocrit levels, protein types and
concentration levels in plasma. Interestingly, Evans 17 recently conducted research into the
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differences of haematocrit values of bloodstains and whether or not the ability to calculate
the correct area of origin of these differing haematocrit values contained within the
patterns is impeded. Evans compared the differences between the true and calculated area
of origin of the differing haematocrit value patterns using both parametric and nonparametric methods by StatSoft STATISTA software. This was a blind trial study, the true
area of origin was hidden until after the pattern’s area of origin calculations were made.
From this, Evans concluded that the differences are statistically insignificant and thus
haematocrit values do not influence the reliability to calculate the area of origin in impact
stains.
Surface tension is the effect of cohesive forces between liquid molecules at the edge of the
liquid droplet

18.

In the centre of the droplet, liquid molecules are electrochemically

attracted to each other and are pulled equally in all directions keeping them in place
(inertia) but on the edge of the liquid droplet only the neighbours of these molecules and
those towards the centre of the liquid are keeping them in place. The liquid molecules on
the edge of the droplet resist other substances that are not electrochemically attracted. In
respect to blood, this force keeps the blood in the form of a droplet. External forces can
overcome the molecule to molecule bonds causing break up to occur, splitting the droplet
which causes new stains and altering the impact angles for those resulting stains.

6.3 Surface Properties
The impact (target) surface properties also influence the stain shape and formation. These
properties are variable and can include: wettability, texture, porosity, and surface
structure. Wettability of a surface refers to the ability of a solid surface to overcome the
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surface tension of the liquid that is in contact with it to form a liquid-solid interface. This is
the interaction of a solid surface in the transition of a liquid from a droplet into a stain.
Surface texture is the physical composition of elements that are contained within or on the
surface of an object. With regards to BPA, surface texture is important as the droplet
impacts the surface of an object the momentum will carry the droplet along the surface
creating a stain. If the object’s texture is not smooth the stain formed will be altered, this
could be a change in the length or width, thus under/over-estimating the impact angle and
altering the area of origin.
Surface porosity refers to the amount of voids within the surface material. Any liquid that
makes contact with surface material that has a high porosity will be drawn in to a certain
degree. In the case of blood, the resulting stain can be altered perhaps to the point where
the maximum width or leading edge cannot be accurately determined due to
absorption/diffusion factors.
Surface structure refers to the impact surface being either planar (purely flat, 2D) or
irregular (surface is not flat, 3D). An example of this would be a flat wall (planar) and a
curved wall. With the flat wall impact spatter analysis can be conducted unlike a curved
wall due to the wall’s curvature. As a blood droplet impacts a curved wall, dependant on
the wall’s angle of curvature, the resultant stain’s length or width is abnormally altered.
Thus, the subsequent calculations would differ from actuality and are unreliable.
All these forces interplay with each other and result in the dimensional finality of
bloodstains, whether it be small or large bloodstains, that BPA specialists base their
evaluations on.
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7. Research Proposal
7.1 Introduction
The main focus of BPA is to corroborate or refute statements by individuals concerning
events taken place by analysing bloodstain patterns left at the scene. For the moment,
small bloodstains are excluded from stain selection concerning the analysis of the area of
origin due to certain inaccuracies 14. Currently, there is a lack of information and research
containing techniques or methodologies for the use of small bloodstains in the
determination of area of origin.
The most recent, relevant and only article in this genre is by Reynolds 14 which found that
small bloodstains created with a known impact angle (< 20⁰) were being under-estimated
when measured and subsequently the impact angle being over-estimated when calculated.
Small bloodstains at other angles showed results that are in line with previously
acknowledged and industry accepted bloodstain measurement errors. These observed
inaccuracies, possibly, stem from extrinsic and intrinsic factors such as gravity, drag,
surface tension, viscosity etc. These factors are thought to have a larger effect on small
bloodstains, especially when impact angle of the stain is low (acute), as such Reynolds
concluded that small bloodstains created with a known impact angle (< 20⁰) led to area of
origin determinations being further from the impact pattern than the actual source as well
as higher than the actual source. Traditionally, specialists would calculate the area of origin
being closer to the impact pattern

4,7,14,

so the results suggest that due to the under-

estimation of bloodstain ellipses, at impact angles of < 20⁰, downstream calculations are
now becoming over-estimated. As this research has not been peer reviewed to assess the
validity of Reynolds’ conclusion the proposition here is to repeat this experimental design
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to confirm whether or not small bloodstains that have an acute impact angle conform to
theoretical expectations. By doing so this would remove human error as a factor
contributing towards this hypothesis and Reynolds’ conclusion would be on the way to
becoming valid.
Following this, further research can be focused on the extrinsic/intrinsic factors affecting
small bloodstain generation. This would allow small bloodstains to provide more
information to the BPA specialist at the scene, hence become more useful to the
investigators, as the stain selection is widened.

7.2 Hypothesis
The null hypothesis, for this experiment, is that there is no statistical difference in the area
of origin calculation of small bloodstains when compared to large bloodstains.
The alternate hypothesis, for this experiment, is that there is a statistical difference in the
area of origin calculation of small bloodstains when compared to large bloodstains.
A second hypothesis could also be tested if certain stain angles are available. If this
situation occurs then the null hypothesis would be the area of origin difference between
small bloodstains with an impact angle of < 25⁰ are not statistically different to small
bloodstains with an impact angle of > 25⁰.
The alternate hypothesis would be the area of origin difference between small bloodstains
with an impact angle of < 25⁰ are statistically different to small bloodstains with an impact
angle of > 25⁰.
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7.3 Results
As bloodstain generation is random, 10 large and 10 small bloodstains from each pattern
for a total of 200 stains will be selected. Measurements of length, width and impact angle
will be measured via the Microsoft Excel Autoshapes technique 7. Area of origin
calculations will be conducted using the tangent method individually as well as an average
for the type of bloodstain within each of the patterns. These calculations will then be
compared, statistically by ANOVA and paired t test, to both large bloodstains calculated
area of origin as well as the actual area of origin and the difference will be examined to see
if the data is statistically different. Furthermore, impact angles will be arranged into
categories (staggered selection) consisting of 5-15⁰, 15-25⁰, 25-35⁰, and 35-45⁰ and the
mean difference in the area of origin between the experimental and actual will be analysed.
In association with the statistical results, Reynolds’ conclusion would be validated if
observed.

8. Conclusion
The aim of BPA specialists is to reconstruct events that have taken place, which produce
bloodstain patterns, informing both investigators and the finders of fact to corroborate or
refute statements by individuals involved with the event(s). The techniques involved in this
process such as angle of impact, area of convergence and area of origin are based upon
trigonometry and the principles of the right angled triangle. The techniques also assume
that blood droplets in flight stay spherical (length and width the same), the target surface
properties affecting the stain are insignificant, the droplet will not fragment in flight,
droplet trajectory will not change. The future techniques are also based upon these
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assumptions in which the technique/technology tries to whittle down errors in impact
angle and area of origin but the conditions of the experiment were conducted in a “perfect”
environment. All bloodstains, especially small bloodstains, produced are affected by
extrinsic and intrinsic factors whether it be gravity, drag and airflow within a room to
viscosity, surface tension and impact surface properties.
Further research into the extrinsic and intrinsic forces highlighted above are critical to the
understanding of bloodstain formation, especially in regards to small bloodstains. As, for
the moment, there is little to no information or experimentation on exactly how some of
these forces affect stain formation with the associated published results. Knowledge
gained from experimentation within this area can enhance the accuracy of techniques
currently in use by BPA specialists as well as possibly forming new techniques and/or
creating specialised technology that will utilise small bloodstains thereby creating a
paradigm shift in the genre of bloodstain analysis.
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Abstract
Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA) specialists analyse bloodstains to support their
interpretation of events. Currently, small bloodstains (< 3mm) are excluded from area of
origin calculations due to inaccuracies in their measurement. It was concluded by Reynolds
(2009) [2] that extrinsic/intrinsic forces affect the area of origin calculation for small
bloodstains (< 3mm) more so than large bloodstains (3 – 8mm) at low impact angles (<
25⁰). It was observed by Reynolds that bloodstains produce an area of origin that is further
away from the stain pattern, whereas in conventional practice area of origin should be
calculated as being closer. Ten impact spatter patterns were analysed, Pattern 1 (P-value =
0. 491124) and Pattern 10 (P-value = 0.475226) showed that there is no significant
difference between small bloodstains (< 3mm) that had an impact angle of < 25⁰ and those
that were > 25⁰ as such small bloodstains (< 3mm) with an impact angle of < 25⁰ do conform
to the conventional practice.

Keywords
Forensic Science, Bloodstain Pattern Analysis, Impact spatter, Area of Origin, Small
Bloodstains, Low Impact Angle.

Introduction
When an offence has occurred, especially in violent circumstances, a bloodletting event
may be produced which could leave bloodstain evidence on surfaces within the vicinity.
This evidence may be generated by the victim and/or perpetrator and as such can be used
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to determine the actions that occurred during the bloodletting event. The examiner
specialised in BPA attempts to answer the how in regards to these bloodletting events [1].
BPA specialists undertake interpretation of bloodstain patterns, by which the series of
physical events, which created those patterns are reconstructed. The main focus of a BPA
specialist is to provide expert evidence to the Court based upon the examination and
interpretation of these bloodstain patterns. Currently, small bloodstains (< 3mm) are
excluded from bloodstain selection in determining the area of origin due to the following
factors. Extrinsic and intrinsic factors such as gravity, drag, surface tension, viscosity are
thought to have a larger effect on small bloodstains (< 3mm), especially when impact angle
of the stain is low (< 25⁰) [2].
Various evidence types may be encountered, in respect to bloodstains, a circumstance may
arise where the only bloodstains that exist at a scene may be classed as small (< 3mm) and
as such are excluded in traditional stain selection, therefore not viable for the area of origin
calculations.
This situation presents a problem as not being able to determine the area(s) of origin of
bloodstain events may not be able to help investigators corroborate or refute the
statements made by individuals concerning an event. Techniques that can maximise the
information gathered from any and all evidence available at a scene as well as proving to
be reliable is crucial to the investigators, the judicial system and the pool of knowledge
within the BPA community.
Currently traditional area of origin determination methods [6] involve the use of
techniques such as manual measurement of the impact angle and stringing for the
determination of area of origin, unfortunately this can be very time consuming.
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Computerised programs have reduced the time spent determining area of origin by using
algorithms to calculate and virtual approaches to visually show the area of origin within a
scene. HemoSpat® [3] uses multiple 2D images to create a 3D image of area of origin while
BacktrackTM is a true 3D representation but it is unable to visually convey a scene when
presented within Court [4]. While these programs are based upon traditional stain
selection [6], there is no mention of small bloodstains (< 3mm) being specifically targeted
and used to calculate area of origin, not only that but analysis by both, most likely,
conducted off-site as the programs processes are CPU (Central Processing Unit) intensive
due to the rendering of 3D scenes thus a powerful computer is needed. By using the
Mircosoft Excel Autoshapes technique [4], which uses perspective corrected photographs,
would provide the specialist with precise and rapid information for the angle of impact at
the scene [4] as the program is user friendly and also has a low CPU requirement which can
even be performed on a laptop. Manual stringing, if required, is quite fast and as the
analysis is conducted at the scene, if any errors do occur they can be corrected on-site
immediately otherwise the tangent method [6] can be implemented.
It was concluded by Reynolds (2009) [2] that extrinsic and intrinsic forces affect the area of
origin calculation for small bloodstains (< 3mm) more so than large bloodstains (3 – 8mm).
Reynolds (2009) [2] concluded as such that small bloodstains (< 3mm) with low impact
angles (< 25⁰) produce an area of origin that is further away from the known area of origin.
This goes against conventional practice [6] when calculating area of origin that the
estimation should be closer than the known area of origin. It is proposed that stain length
is underestimated and impact angles of small bloodstains (< 3mm) are being overestimated
when measured, which leads to downstream calculation errors. By validating whether or
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not small bloodstains (< 3mm) that impact at a low angle conform to theoretical
expectations would remove human error as a factor contributing towards this conclusion.
Following this, further research can be focused on the extrinsic/intrinsic factors affecting
small bloodstain (< 3mm) generation. Thus allowing small bloodstains (< 3mm) to be able
to provide more information to the BPA specialist, hence become more useful to the
investigators, as the stain selection is widened. This study aimed to investigate the Null
hypothesis that:


There is no statistical difference in the area of origin calculation of small bloodstains
(< 3mm) and large bloodstains (3 - 8mm).



There is no statistical difference in the area of origin between small bloodstains (<
3mm) with an impact angle of < 25⁰ and small bloodstains (< 3mm) with an impact
angle of > 25⁰.

Both hypotheses were tested with an alpha level at 0.05.
The conclusions from this study will help identify if human error was a factor, during
Reynolds experimentation, that may have contributed and led to the formation of Reynolds
conclusion or possibly it was due to extrinsic/intrinsic factors having a greater effect on
small bloodstains (< 3mm) with an impact angle of < 25⁰ leading to an area of origin
calculation further away from the stain pattern.

Materials and Method
For the generation of each blood impact pattern event (10 in total), fresh Human blood
less than six hours old was utilised for this study. Stain pattern generation consisted of
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setting up two Ace screenboards (1040mm by 1500mm, 880 GSM) within a closed room to
create the target surface where the stain pattern was formed, a wood block pedestal was
placed in front of the boards where various amounts of blood (up to 5 mL) was pooled at
the top of the pedestal. Measurements of the position of the pedestal (distance from left
wall; Y, height of pedestal; Z, distance from stain pattern; X) was in relation to the target
surface, otherwise known as the known area of origin, were taken and withheld from the
author until after experimental bloodstain area of origin calculations (X, Y, Z) were
conducted (blind trial test). Personal protective equipment was worn when generating the
bloodstain patterns. A hammer provided the necessary impact force to the blood pool in
which stain patterns were created on the target surface. This process was repeated for a
total of 10 impact stain patterns. The position of the wood block pedestal in relation to the
target surface was changed for each pattern created.
Large bloodstains (3 – 8mm) were then selected by BPA specialist. The impact angle and
area of origin calculation using the tangent method was calculated by the author. Small
bloodstains (< 3mm) were selected by the author using traditional stain selection
techniques [5]. From each pattern 20 bloodstains (10 large and 10 small) were selected and
photographs were taken using a Nikon D5500 DSLR camera with a Nikon Macro Lens AF-S
Micro NIKKOR 60mm f/2.8G ED. Measurements of length, width and impact angle were
calculated via the Microsoft Excel Autoshapes technique [4].
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Figure 1. Small Bloodstain (<3mm) examined using the Microsoft Excel Autoshapes Technique.

Area of origin calculations were conducted using the tangent method [5] individually as
well as an average for the pattern and type category using the following formula:

X = tan(impact angle) x leading edge to Area of Convergence measurement.

Area of Convergence is an area on the stain pattern in which lines extending from the
selected stains converge to an area on the target surface. These lines extend backwards
from the directionality of the selected stains, i.e. a reverse of the flightpath (in 2D), to
where the formation of the droplet occurred.
Foremost was the verification of these experimental X values against the known area of
origin X values by the means of a t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means to assess the
author’s accuracy. From there, the small bloodstain’s area of origin X calculations were
then compared to both the large bloodstain’s calculated X area of origin as well as the
known X area of origin. These values were examined using one way ANOVA to validate
statistical difference.
The experimental X measurement and known area of origin X measurement for each small
bloodstain (< 3mm) was also arranged into categories (staggered selection) consisting of
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5-15⁰, 15-25⁰, 25-35⁰, and 35-45⁰ angles impacting onto a surface. For each pattern, those
bloodstains that were < 25⁰ were compared to those > 25⁰ using ANOVA.

Results
The experimentally determined and known area of origin for both small (< 3mm) and large
(3 – 8mm) bloodstain selection for each of the patterns are displayed in Table 1.
Large Bloodstains (3 – 8mm)
Pattern

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Mean X

37.83

61.9

42.57

47.17

80.61

74.97

37.73

51.8

61.18

41.98

Known X

34

69

46

49

78

72

38

52

63

40

X Displacement

3.83

-7.8

-3.43

-1.83

2.61

2.97

-0.27

-0.2

-1.82

1.98

Mean Y

144.9

140.6

131.6

180.2

154.5

124.3

117.5

119.4

129.9

107.1

Known Y

146

139

130

181

152

112

121

119

130

108

Y Displacement

-1.1

1.6

1.6

-0.8

2.5

12.3

-3.5

0.4

-0.1

-0.9

Mean Z

66.6

77.2

43.5

68.4

66.8

55.3

40

67

53.7

47

Known Z

65

65

40

65

65

40

40

65

40

40

Z Displacement

1.6

12.2

3.5

3.4

1.8

15.3

0

2

13.7
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Small Bloodstains (< 3mm)
Pattern

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Mean X

32.67

63.78

44.84

48.36

75.85

76.47

42.01

52.86

61.48

40.57

Known X

34

69

46

49

78

72

38

52

63

40

X Displacement

-1.33

-5.22

-1.16

-0.64

-2.15

4.47

4.01

0.86

-1.52

0.57

Mean Y

145

140.6

132

179.5

153.3

125

117.5

119.1

134.2

110.5

7

Known Y

146

139

130

181

152

112

121

119

130

108

-1

1.6

2

-1.5

1.3

13

-3.5

0.1

4.2

2.5

Mean Z

67.5

80

44.5

68.5

67.5

52.4

36.1

66.2

55

50.9

Known Z

65

65

40

65

65

40

40

65

40

40

Z Displacement

2.5

15

4.5

3.5

2.5

12.4

-3.9

1.2

15

10.9

Y Displacement

Table 1. Large and Small Bloodstain calculated mean and known Area of Origin measurement (X, Y, Z co-ordinate) including the
displacement.

Firstly, the author’s accuracy should be tested and shown if there is a statistical difference
between the X measurement of each stain category and the known X measurement.

Large Bloodstain (3 - 8mm) Area of Origin
Displacement
Displacement (cm)
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Figure 2. Showing Large Bloodstain Area of Origin Displacement values for each pattern with error bars.

As the P-value (0.712308) for the t-Test for paired Two Sample for Means for large
bloodstains (3 – 8mm) was greater than the alpha threshold set (0.05) the author failed to
reject the null hypothesis posed for this experiment and concluded that there was no
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statistical difference between the experimental X measurement of large bloodstains (3 –
8mm) and the known X measurement. When the test was repeated for the small
bloodstains (< 3mm), the P-value (0.678879) for the t-Test for paired Two Sample for
Means for small bloodstains (< 3mm) was greater than the alpha threshold set (0.05)
therefore the author failed to reject the null hypothesis posed for this experiment and
concluded that there was no statistical difference between the experimental X
measurement of small bloodstains (< 3mm) and the known X measurement. In practical
terms, the experimental measurement of distance from the stain pattern to the area of
origin is statistically the same when compared against the known measurement of distance
from the stain pattern to the area of origin when using either small bloodstains (< 3mm) or
large bloodstains (3 – 8mm).

Small Bloodstain (< 3mm) Area of Origin
Displacement
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Figure 3. Showing Small Bloodstain (< 3mm) Area of Origin Displacement values for each pattern with error bars.
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The experimental mean X of the small bloodstains (< 3mm) and the experimental mean X
of the large bloodstains (3 – 8mm) were compared using one way ANOVA which
demonstrated that the values were not statistically different.
The P-value (0.986474) was greater than the alpha threshold set (0.05) the author failed to
reject the null hypothesis posed for this experiment and concluded that there was no
statistical difference between the experimental mean of the large (3 – 8mm) and small
bloodstains (< 3mm). In practical terms, the distance from the stain pattern to the area of
origin is statistically the same when either small bloodstains (< 3mm) or large bloodstains
(3 – 8mm) were selected and used for the area of origin calculations in this experiment.
Out of the selected small bloodstains (< 3mm), only two of the ten patterns contained
bloodstains that had an impact angle of < 25⁰ (Pattern 1 contained 3 bloodstains with this
characteristic and Pattern 10 contained 1 bloodstain with this characteristic).
For Pattern 1, the one way ANOVA showed that the P-value (0. 491124) was greater than
the alpha threshold set (0.05), the author failed to reject the null hypothesis posed for this
experiment and concluded that there was no statistical difference between the
measurement of X in small bloodstains (< 3mm) with an impact angle of < 25⁰ and small
bloodstains (< 3mm) with an impact angle of > 25⁰. The same can be said for Pattern 10,
the one way ANOVA showed that the P-value (0.475226) was greater than the alpha
threshold set (0.05), the author failed to reject the null hypothesis posed for this
experiment and concluded that there was no statistical difference between the
measurement of X in small bloodstains (< 3mm) with an impact angle of < 25⁰ and small
bloodstains (< 3mm) with an impact angle of > 25⁰. In practical terms, by stating that there
was no significant difference the conclusion, for this experiment, was that bloodstains with
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an impact angle of < 25⁰ do conform to the conventional theory [6] when calculating area
of origin and that the estimation was closer to the stain pattern than being further from
the known area of origin. However it should be stated that observing all the individual
bloodstains, regardless of impact angle, 54% of small bloodstains (< 3mm) and 60% of large
bloodstains (3 – 8mm) conform to the conventional theory [6] and that the experimental
X measurement was closer to the stain pattern than being further from the known area of
origin. While, 46% of small bloodstains (< 3mm) and 40% of large bloodstains (3 – 8mm)
did not conform to the conventional theory and the experimental X measurement was
further from the known area of origin. It should also be noted, only 4% of small bloodstains
(< 3mm) had impact angle of < 25⁰ while 11% of the large bloodstains had an impact angle
of < 25⁰.

Discussion
It should be more than apparent that stain selection is key [6], by selecting ambiguous
stains (those in which extrinsic and intrinsic factors have affected the smooth curvature of
an elliptical stain) a specialist can underestimate or overestimate a bloodstain’s impact
angle. Impact angle, sin-1(width/length), can be underestimated if the width of a bloodstain
is underestimated as well as if the length of a bloodstain is overestimated. Also, the inverse
of width and length is true in regards to the overestimation of impact angle. As the
equation for impact angle is an essential component, that determines the area of origin X
value within the tangent method, it is critical to accurately determine.
The accuracy of the experimental X measurement values against the known X
measurements, as an aggregate, was tested to determine if human error was contained in
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this study. As the results showed that there was no statistical difference between both the
experimental X measurement of large bloodstains (3 – 8mm) and the experimental X
measurement of small bloodstains (< 3mm) compared to the known X measurement,
human error contained within this experiment was minimal. When the X co-ordinate
difference values from Hakim [7] using the FARO Focus 3D laser (0.8 – 11.8cm) and Carter
et al. [8] using BacktrackTM (0.1 – 22.1cm) and FORident [9] using HemoSpat® (0.1 – 5cm)
are compared to the X co-ordinate difference values from this experiment (Figure 2 and 3)
(0.198 – 7.099cm) are within known error guidelines. Hakim’s known X value for area of
origin ranged from 40 – 80cm, Carter et al. known X value for area of origin ranged from
10 – 65cm, and FORident’s known X value for area of origin ranged from 13.5 – 61.1cm
whereas this experiment the known X value area of origin ranged from 34 – 78cm. Even
comparing this experiment’s results to Reynolds [2] X co-ordinate difference values (0 –
11cm) and the known X value for area of origin (30 – 60cm) are within known error
guidelines considering the maximum known X value area of origin for this study was 78cm.
As the tangent method is based on straight line theory to calculate the X co-ordinate of
area of origin, the experimental X co-ordinate values should be more accurate when the
known X co-ordinate value is closer to the stain pattern compared to those that are further
from the stain pattern. As one increases the area of origin’s distance, more time is allowed,
due to the increased distance, for the effects of gravity and drag to take effect of the blood
droplet in-flight but only if velocity is constant [6].
In regards to the first aim for this study, the decision by a BPA specialist to select large (3 –
8mm) or small (< 3mm) bloodstains at a scene for area of origin analysis, the results from
this study concluded that the distance from the stain pattern to the area of origin is
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statistically the same when using either small bloodstains (< 3mm) or large bloodstains.
Traditionally the view has been held that stain selection should consist of bloodstains that
are large (3 – 8mm), upward travelling, elliptical in shape, contain a well-rounded (smooth)
leading edge, and are as close to the area of origin as possible [10]. This view was based on
manual measurement techniques but as technology has improved and advancement to the
digital realm has allowed clearer viewing of minute details, the results obtained suggest
that these concepts could be adapted for small bloodstains (< 3mm) with the same stain
selection criteria as large bloodstains (3 - 8mm). It has been shown by using one of the
computer programs mentioned previously (BacktrackTM, HemoSpat®, and Microsoft Excel
Autoshapes) [2, 3, 4] that reliable information about bloodstains can be gathered and
accurate area of origin results obtained. It is interesting to note that, for this study, the
small bloodstains (< 3mm) produced a more accurate area of origin estimation than large
bloodstains, in respect to the X co-ordinate. Unfortunately, some of the large bloodstain’s
(3 – 8mm) impact angles were less than optimal (45.1 – 66.1⁰) which can explain the larger
variations in difference from experimental X co-ordinate value to known X co-ordinate
value. In regards to small bloodstains (< 3mm) it has been shown in this study that by using
the Microsoft Excel Autoshapes that reliable and accurate area of origin information was
obtained. However, this idea has not taken into account of the fluid dynamics of a blood
droplet in flight as well as the transition from droplet to stain with the interaction of a
target surface for small bloodstains (< 3mm) which would provide even more accuracy and
would be a viable area for further research.
The second aim delves into validating whether or not Reynolds’ conclusion [2] holds true.
Reynolds concluded that small bloodstains (< 3mm) with low impact angles (< 25⁰) produce
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an area of origin that is further from the stain pattern when compared to higher impact
angles. This experiment, unfortunately, contained only 4 small bloodstains (< 3mm) that
had an impact angle < 25⁰ from stain selection, so the sample size was smaller than
preferable. Nevertheless, the impact stain patterns which contained said bloodstains
(Patterns 1 and 10) showed that there was no significant difference, statistically. In this
study, bloodstains with an impact angle of < 25⁰ do conform to the conventional practice
[6] when calculating area of origin i.e. the estimation was closer to the stain pattern than
further from the known area of origin. However, individually examining the 4 bloodstains
that had an impact angle of < 25⁰, only 1 opposed the conventional practice and produced
an X measurement value further from the known X measurement as what Reynolds’ (2009)
[2] study observed and concluded.
As previously said, 46% of small bloodstains (< 3mm) and 40% of large bloodstains (3 –
8mm) did not conform to the conventional practice [6] and produced an X co-ordinate
measurement further than the known measurement. This could be human error through
the underestimation of the length of the individual bloodstains which led to an
overestimation of impact angle and subsequently an overestimation of X co-ordinate
measurement for the area of origin or this finding could be due to the fluid dynamics
affecting certain stains during formation through extrinsic and intrinsic forces and was the
basis for Reynolds’ (2009) [2] conclusion.

Conclusion
In this study it was concluded that the distance from the stain pattern to the area of origin
is statistically the same when using either small bloodstains (< 3mm) or large bloodstains
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(3 – 8mm) for area of origin calculations, this answers the first aim for this study. The
second aim of this study, in part, was answered, the patterns within this study which
contained bloodstains with impact angles of < 25⁰ (Patterns 1 and 10) showed that there
was no significant difference, statistically, to those that were > 25⁰. Small bloodstains (<
3mm) with an impact angle of < 25⁰ do conform to the conventional practice [6] when
calculating area of origin and the estimation was closer to the stain pattern than further
from the known area of origin.
The results from Table 1 showed that 60% of large and 60% of small bloodstains (< 3mm)
experimental mean X co-ordinate was closer to the stain pattern. This shows that the
majority of the bloodstains did conform to conventional practice [6]. Though, when the
area of origin was moved further away from the target surface, the more the experimental
X measurement and known X measurement deviated from 0. Naturally, this introduces the
extrinsic and intrinsic forces to have a larger impact on the final stain formation namely
gravity, drag, and surface tension of the droplet. As calculations used in this study are based
on straight line theory to calculate the X co-ordinate of area of origin, these forces effects
cannot be factored in. Further research should be conducted on these factors in the case
of small bloodstains (< 3mm) so as to better understand these factors and therefore
appropriate correction equations could be applied when area of origin calculations are
conducted. Currently, there is little to no information or experimentation on exactly how
some of these forces affect stain formation in regards to small bloodstains (< 3mm).
Knowledge gained from experimentation within this area can enhance the accuracy of
techniques currently in use by BPA specialists and provide valuable expert evidence to the
Court.
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